
WRITE AN EXPRESSION THAT IS EQUIVALENT TO 78 CUP

Practice determining whether or not two algebraic expressions are equivalent by manipulating the expressions. These
problems require you to combine like.

Each driver can take 4 students. How much money will he have after delivering the paper 3 times? How much
more ham than turkey did Patty use? Using rows as your unit of measurement, what is the perimeter? How
many tickets can she buy? Based on volume, whose container can hold more candy? When Lionel completes
10 drills, he plays video games for 30 minutes. To return to the school, in which direction does the bus have to
travel? How many drivers are needed? How much yogurt do you have in total? So, this is Equivalent
expressions algebra Combining like terms Video transcript - Which expressions are equivalent to x plus two-y
plus x plus two? She decided to use only  If each chalkboard needs 2 pieces of chalk, how many pieces do you
need in total? Out of 1, students, said hockey was their favourite sport. Will the sample be representative or
biased? What fraction represents each part of the portrait? Time and Money  How many kilograms of squash
did Inger buy? Could she have said the number 36? Madison sometimes skips breakfast. Could she have said
the number 20? How much money will Lucas earn after working for 6 hours? You roll the die 12 times. Each
cup was millilitres. If there is a remainder, should you add 1 to the quotient, drop the remainder, or use it as
the answer? PS18 4. How many CDs could they cut now? How much money does he have left? How many
pairs of pants did the manufacturer make? Write an expression that shows how many goals Alexa scored. I
have an even number in the ones place. She gave 6 to her friend Theresa. And since I was able to find a
choice, I will not pick "None of the above". Alexa scored 4 more goals than Trish. If each person gets 2 slices
and each pizza has 4 slices, how many pizzas should they order? Ratios and Percentages  So, he incentivizes
himself through video games. How much does 1 tennis ball cost? He sold  The number of muffins she makes
is based on how many classmates she has. Ordering and Number Sense  How many shots were there in total?


